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Assessment: FRMP
Beneficiary
Albania

No systematic preparation of FRMP
FRMP has been developed for the lower part of the Buna and
Drini Rivers

Bosnia & Herzegovina

FRMPs will be drawn up in the next years.

Croatia

Completed at National level

the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia

Existing initiatives: Prespa Lake and the Strumica River.

Kosovo*

Currently there are no properly defined FRMPs operating in
the country

Montenegro

No systematic preparation of FRMP
Contingency plan for flood management at National local
level

Serbia

At early stage and coordinated with the International
Commission for the Protection of the Danube River (ICPDR)

Turkey

FRMP in pilot basins
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FRMP Albania

Though the elaboration of FRMP is included into Law
11/2012, only few pilot attempts of FRMP are currently
present
There is not systematic elaboration of FRMP for each Unit
of Management.
FRMP has been developed for the lower part of the Buna
and Drini Rivers
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FRMP Bosnia & Herzegovina

As planned and clearly defined in the “Action
plan for Flood Protection and Water
Management in BiH 2014-2017”, FRMPs will be
drawn up throughout BiH in the next years.
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FRMP Croatia

In compliance with EUFD, Croatian Waters has developed
a National Flood Risk Management Plan
The National Flood Risk Management Plan is integrated
with River Basin Management Plan

The FRMP lists the measures, each measure is linked with
the competent institution responsible for its implementation.
The measures are described in general term and are not
linked to a specific location.
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FRMP Kosovo*

Currently there are no properly defined FRMPs
operating in the country
Each Municipality has a own emergency plan for
all disasters.

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo
Declaration of Independence.
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FRMP Macedonia
The Water Strategy, the National Security Strategy, as well
as the Law on Crisis Management are the founding
documents of the flood management related activities.
The development of the detailed River Basin Management
Plans, including flood management chapters, has not
started yet.
There are, however, some already existing initiatives to be
considered, for example on the Prespa Lake and the
Strumica River.
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FRMP Montenegro

The Law on Waters (OG MNE No., 27/07; No., 32/11; No. and 48/15)
envisages the preparation of Flood Risks management Plans for areas
which are at significant risks of flooding.
The plans will be prepared by the Water Directorate in accordance with
the River Basin Management Plans, the General Plan for Protection
against Harmful Effect of Waters (OG MNE 67/10, 33/14) and the
Operational Plan for Protection against Harmful Effect of Waters.
National plan for protection and rescue and municipal plans for
protection and rescue from floods represent the first step for the
preparation of flood risk management plans.
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FRMP Serbia

FRMPs coordinated at the level of UoM are at an early stage.
FRMP are mostly developed as part of international initiatives such as
the International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River
(ICPDR).
The draft River Basin Management Plan for the Danube River Basin
has been released for public review at the end of 2015. Within the
environmental objectives and program of measures, the River Basin
Management Plan also contains objectives of flood risk management.
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FRMP Turkey

Twinning Project “Capacity Building for the implementation of EU Flood
Directive”, has increased the current capacity of Turkey in the
preparation of Flood Risk Management Plans.

3 FRMP has been completed, 1 will be completed by June 2016 and 2
are started in December 2015.
The National Flood Directive Implementation Plan Envisaged that
Flood Management Plans will be finalized till 2021.
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Recommendations
• Beneficiary Specific
• Early Warning System and the link between warning and emergency
management, Standard Operating Procedures

• Training and capacity building on Cost Benefit analysis, Multi Criteria
Analysis, combination of structural and non-structural measures,
• Strength coordination among stakeholders, especially CP authorities and
Water management authorities
• Strength existing hydro-meteorological services, define alert and warnings
codes
• Coordinate FRMP with River basin management Plan and Emergency Plan
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Thanks
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